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Figure 1. An illustration of attention spans in Self Attention, Shifted Window Self Attention, and our Neighborhood Attention.

Self Attention allows each token to attend to everything. Window Self Attention divides self attention into non-overlapping sub-windows,

and is followed by Shifted Window Self Attention, which allows for out-of-window interactions that are necessary to receptive field ex-

pansion. Neighborhood Attention localizes attention to a neighborhood around each token, introducing local inductive biases, maintaining

translational equivariance, and allowing receptive field growth without needing extra operations.

Abstract

We present Neighborhood Attention (NA), the first effi-

cient and scalable sliding-window attention mechanism for

vision. NA is a pixel-wise operation, localizing self at-

tention (SA) to the nearest neighboring pixels, and there-

fore enjoys a linear time and space complexity compared to

the quadratic complexity of SA. The sliding-window pattern

allows NA’s receptive field to grow without needing extra

pixel shifts, and preserves translational equivariance, un-

like Swin Transformer’s Window Self Attention (WSA). We

develop NATTEN (Neighborhood Attention Extension),

a Python package with efficient C++ and CUDA kernels,

which allows NA to run up to 40% faster than Swin’s WSA

while using up to 25% less memory. We further present

Neighborhood Attention Transformer (NAT), a new hier-

archical transformer design based on NA that boosts image

classification and downstream vision performance. Exper-

imental results on NAT are competitive; NAT-Tiny reaches

83.2% top-1 accuracy on ImageNet, 51.4% mAP on MS-

COCO and 48.4% mIoU on ADE20K, which is 1.9% Im-

ageNet accuracy, 1.0% COCO mAP, and 2.6% ADE20K

mIoU improvement over a Swin model with similar size. To

support more research based on sliding-window attention,

we open source our project and release our checkpoints

at: https://github.com/SHI-Labs/Neighborhood-Attention-

Transformer.

1. Introduction

Convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [17] have been

the de facto architecture for computer vision models across

different applications for years. AlexNet [16] showed their

usefulness on ImageNet [8], and many others followed suit

with architectures such as VGG [24], ResNet [15], and Ef-

ficientNet [25]. Transformers [29] on the other hand, were

originally proposed as attention-based models for natural

language processing (NLP), trying to exploit the sequen-

tial structure of language. They were the basis upon which

BERT [9] and GPT [1,21,22] were built, and they continue

to be the state of the art architecture in NLP.

In late 2020, Vision Transformer (ViT) [10] was pro-

posed as an image classifier using only a Transformer En-

coder operating on an embedded space of image patches,

mostly for large-scale training. A number of other meth-

ods followed, attempting to increase data efficiency [11,13,

26], eventually making such Transformer-like models the

state of the art in ImageNet-1K classification (without pre-

training on large-scale datasets such as JFT-300M).

These high-performing Transformer-like methods are all

based on Self Attention (SA), the basic building block in

the original Transformer [29]. SA has a linear complex-

ity with respect to the embedding dimension (excluding lin-

ear projections), but a quadratic complexity with respect to

the number of tokens. In the scope of vision, the num-

ber of tokens is typically in linear correlation with image
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resolution. As a result, higher image resolution results in

a quadratic increase in complexity and memory usage in

models strictly using SA, such as ViT. The quadratic com-

plexity has prevented such models from being easily appli-

cable to downstream vision tasks, such as object detection

and segmentation, in which image resolutions are usually

much larger than classification. Another problem is that

convolutions benefit from inductive biases such as locality,

and the 2-dimensional spatial structure, while dot-product

self attention is a global 1-dimensional operation by defini-

tion. This means that some of those inductive biases have to

be learned with either large sums of data [10] or advanced

training techniques and augmentations [13, 26].

Local attention modules were therefore applied to alle-

viate these issues. Stand-Alone Self-Attention (SASA) [23]

was one of the earliest applications of local window-based

attention to vision, where each pixel attends to a window

around it. Its sliding-window pattern is identical to that of

same convolutions, with zero paddings around and a sim-

ple 2-dimensional raster scan, therefore maintaining trans-

lational equivariance. SASA was aimed at replacing con-

volutions in a ResNet, and was shown to have a notice-

able improvement over baselines. However, the authors

noted SASA was limited in terms of speed due to the lack

of an efficient implementation similar to that of convolu-

tions. Swin [19] on the other hand was one of the first

hierarchical vision transformers based on local self atten-

tion. Its design and the shifted-window self attention al-

lowed it to be easily applicable to downstream tasks, as

they made it computationally feasible, while also boosting

performance through the additional biases injected. Swin’s

localized attention, however, first applies self attention to

non-overlapping windows and then shifts the windows, the

motivation of which was sliding-window methods such as

SASA suffering throughput bottlenecks. HaloNet [28] used

a haloing mechanism that localizes self attention for blocks

of pixels at a time, as opposed to pixel-wise. One of their

key motivations for this was also noted to be the lack of an

efficient sliding window attention.

In this work, we revisit sliding-window attention mech-

anisms, and propose Neighborhood Attention (NA). NA lo-

calizes SA to each pixel’s nearest neighbors, which is not

necessarily a fixed window around the pixel. This change

in definition allows all pixels to maintain an identical at-

tention span, which would otherwise be reduced for cor-

ner pixels in zero-padded alternatives (SASA). NA also ap-

proaches SA as its neighborhood size grows, and is equiv-

alent to SA at maximum neighborhood. Additionally, NA

has the added advantage of maintaining translational equiv-

ariance [28], unlike blocked and window self attention. We

develop NATTEN , a Python package with efficient C++

and CUDA kernels that allow NA to run even faster than

Swin’s WSA in practice, while using less memory. We
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Figure 2. Illustration of the query-key-value structure of

Neighborhood Attention (NA) vs Self Attention (SA) for a sin-

gle pixel. SA allows each pixel to attend to every other pixel,

whereas NA localizes attention for each pixel to a neighborhood

around itself. Therefore, each pixel’s attention span is usually dif-

ferent from the next.

build Neighborhood Attention Transformer (NAT), which

achieves competitive results across vision tasks.

To summarize, our main contributions are:

1. Proposing Neighborhood Attention (NA): A sim-

ple and flexible sliding-window attention mechanism

that localizes each pixel’s attention span to its near-

est neighborhood, approaches self attention as its span

grows, and maintains translational equivariance. We

compare NA in terms of complexity and memory us-

age to self attention, window self attention, and convo-

lutions.

2. Developing efficient C++ and CUDA kernels for NA,

including the tiled NA algorithm, which allow NA to

run up to 40% faster than Swin’s WSA while using up

to 25% less memory. We release them under a new

Python package for sliding-window attention mecha-

nisms, NATTEN, to provide easy-to-use modules

with autograd support that can be plugged into any ex-

isting PyTorch pipeline.

3. Introducing Neighborhood Attention Transformer

(NAT), a new efficient, accurate, and scalable hierar-

chical transformer based on NA. We demonstrate its

effectiveness on both classification and downstream

tasks. For instance, NAT-Tiny reaches 83.2% top-1 ac-

curacy on ImageNet with only 4.3 GFLOPs and 28M

parameters, and 51.4% box mAP on MS-COCO and

48.4% mIoU on ADE20K, significantly outperforming

both Swin Transformer and ConvNeXt [20].
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Figure 3. ImageNet-1K classification performance versus compute, with bubble size representing the number of parameters. NAT

outperfoms both Swin Transformer and ConvNeXt in classification with fewer FLOPs, and a similar number of parameters.

2. Related Works

In this section, we briefly review the original Self At-

tention (SA) [29], some of the notable vision transformers

and Transformer-like architectures [10, 26], some of the

notable local attention-based vision transformers [19, 28],

and a recent CNN which provides an up-to-date baseline

for attention-based models.

2.1. Self Attention

Scaled dot-product attention was defined by Vaswani et

al. [29] as an operation on a query and a set of key-value

pairs. The dot product of query and key is computed and

scaled. Softmax is applied to the output in order to normal-

ize attention weights, and is then applied to the values. It

can be expressed as follows:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(

QKT

√
d

)

V, (1)

where d is embedding dimension. Self attention applies dot-

product attention over linear projections of the same input

as both the query and key-value pairs. In Transformers, the

multi-headed variants of attention and self attention are typ-

ically applied. Multi-headed attention applies dot-product

attention multiple times over different embeddings, hence

forming attention heads. Given an input X ∈ R
n×d, where

n is the number of tokens and d is the embedding dimen-

sion, this operation has a complexity of O(n2d) and a space

complexity of O(n2) for the attention weights.

2.2. Vision Transformer

Dosovitskiy et al. [10] proposed a Transformer-based

image classifier that merely consists of a Transformer

encoder [29] and an image tokenizer, named Vision

Transformer (ViT). Previous works, such as DETR [3], ex-

plored CNN-Transformer hybrids for object detection. ViT

on the other hand proposed a model that would only rely

on a single non-overlapping convolutional layer (patching

and embedding). ViT was pre-trained primarily on the pri-

vate JFT-300M dataset, and was shown to outperform state-

of-the-art CNNs on many benchmarks. However, it was

also added that when ViT is pre-trained on medium-scale

datasets, such as ImageNet-1K and ImageNet-21K, it no

longer achieves competitive results. This was attributed

to the lack of inductive biases that are inherent to CNNs,

which the authors argued is trumped by large-scale training.

While this effectively proved ViT inferior in medium-scale

training, it provided empirical evidence that Transformer-

based models outperform CNNs in larger scales. ViT paved

the way for many more vision transformers, and attention-

based models in general, that followed and transferred it

to medium-scale learning [26], and even small-scale learn-

ing on much smaller datasets [13]. Touvron et al. [26]

extended the study of Vision Transformers by exploring

data efficiency. Their Data-efficient image Transformer

(DeiT) model pushed ViT ahead with minimal architec-

tural changes, and through the use of advanced augmen-

tations and training techniques. Their efforts highlighted

the true potential of a Transformer-based image classifier

in medium-sized data regimes, and inspired many more to

adopt their training techniques [19, 27].

2.3. Local Attention

Stand Alone Self Attention (SASA) [23], is one of the

earliest sliding window self attention patterns, aimed to re-

3



place convolutions in existing CNNs. It operates similarly

to a convolution with zero padding, and extracts key-value

pairs by striding the feature map. The authors reported a

noticeable accuracy improvement, but observed that the im-

plementation suffered high latency despite the lower the-

oretical cost. Window and Shifted Window (Swin) At-

tention [19] were introduced by Liu et al. as non-sliding

window-based self attention mechanisms that partition fea-

ture maps and apply self attention to each partition sepa-

rately. This operation has a similar theoretical complexity

to SASA, but it can be easily parallelized through batched

matrix multiplication. The shifted variant follows the reg-

ular, and as the name suggests shifts the partitioning to al-

low out-of-window interactions, which are necessary for re-

ceptive field growth. Their proposed model, Swin Trans-

former, is one of the earliest hierarchical vision transform-

ers. It produces pyramid-like feature maps, reducing spatial

dimensionality while increasing depth. This structure has

been commonly used in CNNs over the years, and is why

Swin can be easily integrated with other networks for ap-

plication to downstream tasks, such as detection and seg-

mentation. Swin outperformed DeiT, which uses a convo-

lutional teacher, at ImageNet-1K classification. Moreover,

Swin Transformer became the state-of-the-art method in ob-

ject detection on MS-COCO and in semantic segmentation

on ADE20K. Vaswani et al. [28] proposed HaloNet, which

aimed to avoid SASA’s speed issue by replacing it with a

new blocked attention pattern. They noted that while this

change relaxes translational equivariance, it can provide a

reasonable trade-off with speed and memory. HaloNet’s

attention mechanism consists of 3 stages: blocking, halo-

ing, and attention. Input feature maps are blocked into non-

overlapping subsets, which will serve as queries. Followed

by that, “haloed” neighboring blocks are extracted, which

will serve as keys and values. Attention is then applied

to the extracted queries and key-value pairs. HaloNet was

shown to be effective at both reducing cost (compared to

SASA) and improving performance, especially when used

in conjunction with convolutional layers in the network.

2.4. New Convolutional Baselines

Liu et al. [20] proposed a new CNN architecture influ-

enced by models such as Swin, dubbed ConvNeXt. These

models are not attention-based, and manage to outperform

Swin across different vision tasks. This work has since

served as a new CNN baseline for fair comparison of con-

volutional models and attention-based models.

We propose Neighborhood Attention, which by design

localizes the receptive field to a window around each query,

and therefore would not require additional techniques such

as the cyclic shift used by Swin. Additionally, Neighbor-

hood Attention maintains translational equivariance, which

is traded off for efficiency in methods such as HaloNet and

Swin. We demonstrate that Neighborhood Attention can

run even faster than methods such as Swin, while using

less memory, with our NATTEN python package. We

introduce a hierarchical transformer-like model with this at-

tention mechanism, dubbed Neighborhood Attention Trans-

former, and demonstrate its performance compared to Swin

on image classification, object detection, and semantic seg-

mentation.

3. Method

In this section, we introduce Neighborhood Attention, a

localization of self attention (see Eq. (1)) considering the

structure of visual data. This not only reduces computa-

tional cost compared to self attention, but also introduces

local inductive biases, similar to that of convolutions. We

show that NA is better alternative to the previously proposed

SASA [23] in terms of restricting self attention, while being

equivalent in theoretical cost. We then introduce our Python

package, NATTEN , which provides efficient implemen-

tations of NA for both CPU and GPU acceleration. We dis-

cuss the novelties in the extension and how it manages to ex-

ceed the speed of Swin’s WSA and SWSA, while using less

memory. We finally introduce our model, Neighborhood

Attention Transformer (NAT), which uses this new mech-

anism instead of self attention. In addition, NAT utilizes a

multi-level hierarchical design, similar to Swin [19], mean-

ing that feature maps are downsampled between levels, as

opposed to all at once. Unlike Swin, NAT uses overlap-

ping convolutions to downsample feature maps, as opposed

to non-overlapping (patched) ones, which have been shown

to improve model performance by introducing useful induc-

tive biases [13, 32].

3.1. Neighborhood Attention

Swin’s WSA can be considered one of the fastest exist-

ing methods to restrict self attention for the purpose of cut-

ting down the quadratic attention cost. It simply partitions

inputs and applies self attention to each partition separately.

WSA requires to be paired with the shifted variant, SWSA,

which shifts those partition lines to allow out-of-window

interactions. This is crucial to expanding its receptive field.

Nevertheless, the most direct way to restrict self attention

locally, is to allow each pixel to attend to its neighboring

pixels. This results in most pixels having a dynamically-

shifted window around them, which expands receptive field,

and would therefore not need a manual shifted variant. Ad-

ditionally, different from Swin and similar to convolutions,

such dynamic forms of restricted self attention can pre-

serve translational equivariance [28] (we analyze transla-

tional equivariance in different methods including our own

in Appendix C.) Inspired by this, we introduce Neighbor-

hood Attention (NA). Given an input X ∈ R
n×d, which is

a matrix whose rows are d-dimensional token vectors, and
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X’s linear projections, Q, K, and V , and relative positional

biases B(i, j), we define attention weights for the i-th input

with neighborhood size k, Ak
i , as the dot product of the i-th

input’s query projection, and its k nearest neighboring key

projections:

A
k
i =











QiK
T
ρ1(i)

+B(i,ρ1(i))

QiK
T
ρ2(i)

+B(i,ρ2(i))

...

QiK
T
ρk(i)

+B(i,ρk(i))











, (2)

where ρj(i) denotes i’s j-th nearest neighbor. We then de-

fine neighboring values, Vk
i , as a matrix whose rows are the

i-th input’s k nearest neighboring value projections:

V
k
i =

[

V T
ρ1(i)

V T
ρ2(i)

. . . V T
ρk(i)

]T

. (3)

Neighborhood Attention for the i-th token with neighbor-

hood size k is then defined as:

NAk(i) = softmax

(

A
k
i√
d

)

V
k
i , (4)

where
√
d is the scaling parameter. This operation is re-

peated for every pixel in the feature map. Illustrations of

this operation are presented in Figs. 2 and IX.

From this definition, it is easy to see that as k grows,

A
k
i approaches self attention weights, and V

k
i approaches

Vi itself, therefore Neighborhood Attention approaches self

attention. This is the key difference between NA and

SASA [23], where each pixel attends to a window around

it with padding around the input to handle edge cases. It is

thanks to this difference that NA approaches self attention

as window size grows, which does not hold true in SASA,

due to the zero padding around the input.

3.2. Tiled NA and NATTEN

Restricting self attention in a pixel-wise manner has not

been well-explored in the past, primarily because it was

considered a costly operation [19, 23, 28] that would re-

quire lower-level reimplementation. That is because self

attention itself is broken down to matrix multiplication,

an operation that is easily parallelizable on accelerators,

and has a myriad of efficient algorithms defined for dif-

ferent use cases in computational software (to name a few:

LAPACK, cuBLAS, CUTLASS). Additionally, most deep

learning platforms, such as PyTorch, are written on top of

such software, and additional packages (such as cuDNN).

This is very helpful to researchers, as it allows them to use

abstractions of operations such as matrix multiplications or

convolutions, while the backend decides which algorithm

to run based on their hardware, software, and use case.

They also typically handle automatic gradient computation,
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Figure 4. NAT’s layer-wise relative speed with respect to Swin.

Two NA layers with kernel size 72, are up to 40% faster than a pair

of WSA and SWSA layers with the same kernel size. Latency is

measured on a single A100 GPU. PyTorch implementation of NA

runs out of memory at resolutions 4482 and higher.

which makes designing and training deep neural networks

very straightforward. Because of the pixel-wise structure

of NA (and other pixel-wise attention mechanisms, such as

SASA [23]), and also the novelty of the definition of neigh-

borhoods in NA, the only way to implement NA with these

platforms is to stack a number of highly inefficient opera-

tions to extract the neighborhoods, store them as an interme-

diary tensor, and then compute attention. This results in a

significantly slow operation, with an exponentially growing

memory usage. To tackle these challenges, we developed

a set of efficient CPU and CUDA kernels and packaged

them as a Python package, Neighborhood Attention Ex-

tension (NATTEN). NATTEN includes half precision

support, support for both 1D and 2D data, and autograd-

compatible integration with PyTorch. This means that users

can simply import NA as a PyTorch module and integrate

it into existing pipelines. We also add that SASA can also

be easily implemented with this package with no change

in the underlying kernels (simply by padding inputs with

zeros), as it is a special case of NA. The reverse does not

hold true. It also includes our tiled NA algorithm, which

computes neighborhood attention weights by loading non-

overlapping query tiles into shared memory to minimize

global memory reads. Compared to the naive implemen-

tation, tiled NA can decrease latency up to an order of mag-

nitude (see Appendix A for technical details), and it allows

NA-based models to run up to 40% faster than similar Swin

counterparts (see Fig. 4.) NATTEN is open-sourced at:

https://github.com/SHI-Labs/NATTEN.

3.3. Neighborhood Attention Transformer

NAT embeds inputs using 2 consecutive 3 × 3 convo-

lutions with 2 × 2 strides, resulting in a spatial size 1/4th

the size of the input. This is similar to using a patch and

embedding layer with 4× 4 patches, but it utilizes overlap-
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Figure 5. An overview of our model, NAT, with its hierarchical design. The model starts off with a convolutional downsampler,

then moves on to 4 sequential levels, each consisting of multiple NAT Blocks, which are transformer-like encoder layers. Each layer is

comprised of a multi-headed neighborhood attention (NA), a multi-layered perceptron (MLP), Layer Norm (LN) before each module, and

skip connections. Between the levels, feature maps are downsampled to half their spatial size, while their depth is doubled. This allows for

easier transfer to downstream tasks through feature pyramids.

Variant Layers Dim × MLP # of FLOPs

Heads ratio Params

◦NAT-Mini 3, 4, 6, 5 32 × 2 3 20 M 2.7 G

◦NAT-Tiny 3, 4, 18, 5 32 × 2 3 28 M 4.3 G

◦NAT-Small 3, 4, 18, 5 32 × 3 2 51 M 7.8 G

◦NAT-Base 3, 4, 18, 5 32 × 4 2 90 M 13.7 G

Table 1. NAT Variants.

ping convolutions instead of non-overlapping ones to intro-

duce useful inductive biases [13,32]. On the other hand, us-

ing overlapping convolutions would increase cost, and two

convolutions incurs more parameters. However, we handle

that by re-configuring the model, which results in a better

trade-off. NAT consists of 4 levels, each followed by a

downsampler (except the last). Downsamplers cut spatial

size in half, while doubling the number of channels. We

use 3 × 3 convolutions with 2 × 2 strides, instead of 2 × 2
non-overlapping convolutions that Swin uses (patch merge).

Since the tokenizer downsamples by a factor of 4, our model

produces feature maps of sizes h
4 × w

4 , h
8 × w

8 , h
16 × w

16 ,

and h
32 × w

32 . This change is motivated by previous suc-

cessful CNN structures, and followed by other hierarchi-

cal attention-based methods, such as PVT [30], ViL [36],

and Swin Transformer [19]. Additionally, we use Layer-

Scale [27] for stability in larger variants. An illustration of

the overall network architecture is presented in Fig. 5. We

present a summary of different NAT variants in Tab. 1.

3.4. Complexity Analysis

We present a complexity and memory usage analysis in

this subsection, which compares SA, WSA, NA, and con-

volutions in Tab. 2. For simplicity, we exclude attention

heads. Given input feature maps of shape h×w× d, where

d is the number of channels, and h and w are feature map

height and width respectively, the QKV linear projections

Module FLOPs Memory

◦Self Attn (SA) 3hwd2 + 2h2w2d 3d2 + h2w2

◦Window Self Attn (WSA) 3hwd2 + 2hwdk2 3d2 + hwk2

◦Neighborhood Attn (NA) 3hwd2 + 2hwdk2 3d2 + hwk2

•Convolution hwd2k2 d2k2

Table 2. Computational cost and memory usage in different at-

tention patterns and convolutions. SA has a quadratic complex-

ity with respect to resolution, while WSA, NA, and convolutions

have a linear complexity.

are 3hwd2 FLOPs, which is the same for all three attention

patterns. SA has a quadratic complexity, as both computing

attention weights and output are h2w2d FLOPs, and atten-

tion weights are of shape hw × hw. Swin’s WSA divides

the queries, keys, and values into h
k
× w

k
windows of shape

k × k, then applies self attention with each window, which

is hwdk2 FLOPs. WSA’s memory consumption, given that

its attention weights are of shape h
k
× w

k
×k2×k2, is there-

fore hwdk2. In NA, Ak
i is of size h× w × k2, and the cost

to compute it is hwdk2. V
k
i is of shape h × w × k2 × d,

and therefore the cost of applying attention weights to it

would be hwdk2. As for convolutions, computational cost

is hwd2k2, and memory usage would be only d2k2. The

summary in Tab. 2 clarifies that Swin’s WSA and NA have

identical computational cost and memory usage in theory.

4. Experiments

We demonstrate NAT’s applicability and effectiveness by

conducting experiments across different vision tasks, such

as image classification, object detection, and semantic seg-

mentation. We also present ablations on different atten-

tion patterns, as well as our NAT design. Additional ex-

periments, including saliency analysis can be found in Ap-

pendix B.
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Model # of FLOPs Thru. Memory Top-1

Params (imgs/sec) (GB) (%)

◦NAT-M 20 M 2.7 G 2135 2.4 81.8

◦Swin-T 28 M 4.5 G 1730 4.8 81.3

•ConvNeXt-T 28 M 4.5 G 2491 3.4 82.1

◦NAT-T 28 M 4.3 G 1541 2.5 83.2

◦Swin-S 50 M 8.7 G 1059 5.0 83.0

•ConvNeXt-S 50 M 8.7 G 1549 3.5 83.1

◦NAT-S 51 M 7.8 G 1051 3.7 83.7

◦Swin-B 88 M 15.4 G 776 6.7 83.5

•ConvNeXt-B 89 M 15.4 G 1107 4.8 83.8

◦NAT-B 90 M 13.7 G 783 5.0 84.3

Table 3. ImageNet-1K classification performance. All models

run at 224×224 resolution with no extra data or pre-training. Peak

memory usage and throughput are measured with a batch size of

256 on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU.

4.1. Classification

We trained our variants on ImageNet-1K [8] in order

to compare to other transformer-based and convolutional

image classifiers. This dataset continues to be one of

the few benchmarks for medium-scale image classifica-

tion, containing roughly 1.28M training, 50K validation,

and 100K test images, categorized into 1000 classes. We

train NAT with the commonly used timm [31] (Apache Li-

cense v2), and use the conventional augmentations (CutMix

[34], Mixup [35], RandAugment [6], and Random Eras-

ing [37]) and training techniques used in methods we com-

pare to [19, 20]. We follow Swin’s [19] training configura-

tion (learning rate, iteration-wise cosine schedule, and other

hyperparameters). Following convention, we train for 300

epochs, 20 of which warm up the learning rate, while the

rest decay according to the scheduler, and do 10 additional

cooldown epochs [26]. Results are presented in Tab. 3, and

visualized in Fig. 3. We observe that NAT-Mini outper-

forms Swin-Tiny by a margin of 0.5%, with fewer param-

eters, higher throughput and lower memory usage. As for

the other three variants, we observe they consistently out-

perform both Swin and ConvNeXt counterparts with similar

number of parameters and FLOPs. While our Small variant

is slightly slower than its Swin counterpart due to the dif-

ference in architecture, our Base variant catches up to being

faster than Swin-Base.

4.2. Object Detection and Instance Segmentation

We trained Mask [14] and Cascade Mask R-CNN [2]

on MS-COCO [18], with NAT backbones, which were pre-

trained on ImageNet. We followed Swin [19]’s training set-

tings, using mmdetection [4] (Apache License v2), and

trained with the same accelerated 3× LR schedule. Results

are presented in Tab. 4. NAT-Mini outperforms Swin-Tiny

with Mask R-CNN, while falling slightly short to it with

Backbone # of FLOPs Thru. APb APb
50 APb

75 APm APm
50 APm

75

Params (FPS)

Mask R-CNN - 3x schedule

◦NAT-M 40 M 225 G 54.1 46.5 68.1 51.3 41.7 65.2 44.7

◦Swin-T 48 M 267 G 45.1 46.0 68.1 50.3 41.6 65.1 44.9

•ConvNeXt-T 48 M 262 G 52.0 46.2 67.0 50.8 41.7 65.0 44.9

◦NAT-T 48 M 258 G 44.5 47.7 69.0 52.6 42.6 66.1 45.9

◦Swin-S 69 M 359 G 31.7 48.5 70.2 53.5 43.3 67.3 46.6

◦NAT-S 70 M 330 G 34.8 48.4 69.8 53.2 43.2 66.9 46.5

Cascade Mask R-CNN - 3x schedule

◦NAT-M 77 M 704 G 27.8 50.3 68.9 54.9 43.6 66.4 47.2

◦Swin-T 86 M 745 G 25.1 50.4 69.2 54.7 43.7 66.6 47.3

•ConvNeXt-T 86 M 741 G 27.3 50.4 69.1 54.8 43.7 66.5 47.3

◦NAT-T 85 M 737 G 24.9 51.4 70.0 55.9 44.5 67.6 47.9

◦Swin-S 107 M 838 G 20.3 51.9 70.7 56.3 45.0 68.2 48.8

•ConvNeXt-S 108 M 827 G 23.0 51.9 70.8 56.5 45.0 68.4 49.1

◦NAT-S 108 M 809 G 21.7 52.0 70.4 56.3 44.9 68.1 48.6

◦Swin-B 145 M 982 G 17.3 51.9 70.5 56.4 45.0 68.1 48.9

•ConvNeXt-B 146 M 964 G 19.5 52.7 71.3 57.2 45.6 68.9 49.5

◦NAT-B 147 M 931 G 18.6 52.5 71.1 57.1 45.2 68.6 49.0

Table 4. COCO object detection and instance segmentation

performance. FLOPS are with respect to an input resolution of

(1280, 800). Throughput is measured at the same resolution on a

single NVIDIA A100 GPU.

Backbone # of FLOPs Thru. mIoU

Params (FPS) single scale multi scale

◦NAT-M 50 M 900 G 24.5 45.1 46.4

◦Swin-T 60 M 946 G 21.3 44.5 45.8

•ConvNeXt-T 60 M 939 G 23.3 46.0 46.7

◦NAT-T 58 M 934 G 21.4 47.1 48.4

◦Swin-S 81 M 1040 G 17.0 47.6 49.5

•ConvNeXt-S 82 M 1027 G 19.1 48.7 49.6

◦NAT-S 82 M 1010 G 17.9 48.0 49.5

◦Swin-B 121 M 1188 G 14.6 48.1 49.7

•ConvNeXt-B 122 M 1170 G 16.4 49.1 49.9

◦NAT-B 123 M 1137 G 15.6 48.5 49.7

Table 5. ADE20K semantic segmentation performance.

FLOPS are with respect to an input resolution of (2048, 512).

Throughput is measured at the same resolution on a single

NVIDIA A100 GPU.

Cascade Mask R-CNN, all while having significantly fewer

FLOPs. NAT-Tiny outperforms both its Swin and Con-

vNeXt counterparts, with both Mask and Cascade Mask R-

CNN, while having a slightly lower throughput compared

to its Swin counterpart. NAT-Small reaches a competitive

performance compared to its Swin counterpart, while being

faster. NAT-Base can even outperform its Swin counterpart,

while also enjoying a higher throughput.

4.3. Semantic Segmentation

To demonstrate NAT’s performance on semantic seg-

mentation, we trained UPerNet [33] with NAT backbones

on ADE20K [38]. We followed Swin’s configuration

for training ADE20K, and used mmsegmentation [5]

(Apache License v2). Additionally, and following standard

practice, input images are randomly resized and cropped at
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512 × 512 when training. Results are presented in Tab. 5.

It is noticeable that NAT-Mini outperforms Swin-Tiny, and

also comes very close to ConvNeXt-Tiny. NAT-Tiny out-

performs ConvNeXt-Tiny significantly, while also slightly

more efficient. NAT-Small outperforms Swin-Small on

single-scale performance, while matching the multi-scale

performance. NAT-Base similarly performs on-par with

Swin-Base, while falling slightly short of ConvNeXt-Base.

Note that both NAT-Small and NAT-Base bear fewer FLOPs

with them compared to their Swin and ConvNeXt coun-

terparts, while their performance is within the same re-

gion. It is also noteworthy that Swin especially suffers from

more FLOPs even beyond the original difference due to the

fact that the image resolution input in this task specifically

(512 × 512) will not result in feature maps that are divisi-

ble by 7 × 7, Swin’s window size, which forces the model

to pad input feature maps with zeros to resolve that issue,

prior to every attention operation. NAT on the other hand

supports feature maps of arbitrary size.

4.4. Ablation Study

We compare Swin’s attention pattern (WSA+SASA) to

sliding window patterns, namely SASA [23] (implemented

with our NATTEN package and therefore enjoys approx-

imately the same throughput and identical memory usage as

NA), and our NA. We simply replace the attention blocks in

Swin-Tiny, and run the model on ImageNet-1K classifica-

tion, MSCOCO object detection and instance segmentation,

and ADE20K segmentation. Results are presented in Tab. 6.

Separately, we investigate the effects of our NAT design

(convolutional downsampling and deeper-thinner architec-

ture), by performing an ablation with Swin-Tiny as baseline.

We slowly transform the model into NAT-Tiny, and present

the results in Tab. 7. We start by replacing the patched

embedding and patched merge with the overlapping con-

volution design used in NAT. This results in almost 0.5%

improvement in accuracy. After taking the second step to

reduce the model size and compute, by making it deeper

and thinner, we notice the model sees approximately an

improvement in accuracy of 0.9% over the first step. We

then try swapping the WSA and SWSA attention patterns

in Swin with SASA [23], and see a slight drop in accuracy.

However, swapping WSA and SWSA with our NA shows a

further 0.5% improvement in accuracy.

We also present a kernel size experiment in Tab. 8, in

which we try kernel sizes ranging from 3× 3 to 9 × 9, in an

effort to analyze its affect on our model’s performance.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present Neighborhood Attention (NA),

the first efficient and scalable sliding-window attention

mechanism for vision. NA is a pixel-wise operation which

localizes self attention for each pixel to its nearest neigh-

Attention ImageNet MSCOCO ADE20K # of FLOPs Thru. Memory

Top-1 APB APm mIoU Params (imgs/sec) (GB)

◦SWSA 81.3% 46.0 41.6 45.8 28.28 M 4.51 G 1730 4.8

◦SASA 81.6% 46.0 41.4 46.4 28.27 M 4.51 G 2021 4.0

◦NA 81.8% 46.2 41.5 46.4 28.28 M 4.51 G 2021 4.0

Table 6. Performance comparison of different attention mech-

anisms. All models are presented are identical in architecture to

Swin-T, with only the attention mechanisms replaced. SASA is

implemented with our NATTEN , and therefore enjoys the same

speed and memory efficiency as NA.

Attention Down- # of # of MLP Top-1 # of FLOPs Thru. Memory

-sampler Layers Heads Ratio (%) Params (G) (imgs/sec) (GB)

◦SWSA Patch 2, 2, 6, 2 3 4 81.29 28.3 M 4.5 1730 4.8

◦SWSA Conv 2, 2, 6, 2 3 4 81.78 30.3 M 4.9 1692 4.8

◦SWSA Conv 3, 4, 18, 5 2 3 82.72 27.9 M 4.3 1320 3.0

◦SASA Conv 3, 4, 18, 5 2 3 82.54 27.9 M 4.3 1541 2.5

◦NA Conv 3, 4, 18, 5 2 3 83.20 27.9 M 4.3 1541 2.5

Table 7. Ablation study on NAT, with Swin-T as the baseline.

Through overlapping convolutions (row 2), and our NAT configu-

ration (row 3), we boost Swin classification accuracy (row 1) sig-

nificantly. Swapping SWSA with NA (row 5) results in an im-

provement of almost 0.5% in accuracy, while swapping it with

SASA (row 4) results in a slight decrease in accuracy. SASA is

implemented with our NATTEN , and therefore enjoys the same

speed and memory efficiency as NA.

Kernel ImageNet MSCOCO ADE20K

size Top-1 (%) Thru. APb APm Thru. mIoU Thru.

3×3 81.4 2015 imgs/sec 46.1 41.4 46.8 fps 46.0 23.6 fps

5×5 81.6 1810 imgs/sec 46.8 42.0 45.5 fps 46.3 22.9 fps

7×7 83.2 1537 imgs/sec 47.7 42.6 44.5 fps 48.4 21.4 fps

9×9 83.1 1253 imgs/sec 48.5 43.3 39.4 fps 48.1 20.2 fps

Table 8. NAT-Tiny performance with different kernel sizes.

borhood, and therefore enjoys linear complexity. It also in-

troduces local inductive biases and maintains translational

equivariance, unlike blocked (HaloNet) and window self at-

tention (Swin). Different from SASA, NA approaches self

attention as its window size grows, and does not limit at-

tention span at corner cases. We challenge the common no-

tion that sliding-window attention patterns are not efficient

or parallelizable [19] by developing NATTEN . Through

using NATTEN , NA-based models can run even faster

than existing alternatives, despite the latter running primar-

ily on highly optimized deep learning libraries built on top

of lower-level computational packages. We also propose

Neighborhood Attention Transformer (NAT) and show the

power of such models: NAT outperforms both Swin Trans-

former and ConvNeXt in image classification, and outper-

forms or competes with both in downstream vision tasks.

We open-source our entire project to encourage more re-

search in this direction.
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Appendix

We present a more detailed illustration of neighborhoods

in Fig. IX. Note that the repeated windows at corner pix-

els is especially important to NA approaching SA. We also

present details on our NATTEN package in Appendix A,

and additional experiments in Appendix B. Additionally, we

discuss translational equivariance in self attention mecha-

nisms in Appendix C.

A. NATTEN

In this section, we outline the necessity for an extension

such as NATTEN for research in the direction of dynamic

sliding window attention patterns, and describe how it aims

to resolve such problems.

A.1. Background

While many operations in deep neural networks can be

broken down to matrix multiplication, certain point-wise

operations, such as convolutions, require customized im-

plementations for more optimal parallelization. As a re-

sult, convolutions, recurrent modules, and other similar op-

erations are natively supported in most low-level computa-

tional packages, which are called by deep learning frame-

works such as PyTorch. In other words, given any input set

and an operation, deep learning frameworks select the most

efficient implementation available for that particular case,

considering the hardware and software running said opera-

tion.

This makes research significantly easier, while be-

ing inevitably constrained to operations that are well-

implemented. To allow further flexibility, some deep learn-

ing frameworks also allow for extensions to be built on top

of them when necessary. Extensions can therefore enjoy

customized CPU and GPU implementations. Notable ex-

amples of such extensions are Deformable Convolutions [7]

and Deformable Attention [39], which have been imple-

mented as CUDA extensions to PyTorch.

Sliding window attention mechanisms are no differ-

ent, in that they require manual implementation to max-

imize parallelization and bandwidth. Without those im-

plementations, the only alternative is a Python implemen-

tation, which typically does not scale. For instance, im-

plementing Neighborhood Attention with PyTorch alone

would include extracting sliding windows, repeating and

re-arranging them to produce neighborhoods, and then per-

forming two batched matrix multiplications. This would

mean two separate C++/CUDA calls to generate signifi-

cantly large intermediary tensors, which result in an expo-

nential memory usage and latency increases. With the most

optimized plain PyTorch implementation, NA would run at

13% the speed of Swin Transformer on a 56 × 56 feature

map (first level of an ImageNet model), while using approx-

imately 9 times as much memory. With a naive CUDA

implementation, the same NA module runs at 102% the

speed of Swin, while using approximately 20% less mem-

ory. With our Tiled NA algorithm, that same module runs

at 132% the speed of Swin, with no change in memory us-

age. You can refer to Figs. I and II for more benchmarks

comparing different NA implementations to Swin Trans-

former in terms of relative speed and memory usage.

This is why we developed NATTEN , which cur-

rently serves as an extension to PyTorch, and pro-

vides torch modules NeighborhoodAttention1D and

NeighborhoodAttention2D. This allows any Py-

Torch user to integrate NA into their models, for both tokens

and pixels.

Each module consists of linear projections for queries,

keys, and values, and a final linear projection, which

is standard in most dot-product self attention modules.

NATTEN provides a single autograd function for each of

Eq. (2) and Eq. (4). Once tensors q, k, and v are generated,

attention weights are computed (see Eq. (2)) by passing q,

k, and positional biases b to the C function QK+RPB, which

picks the appropriate kernel to call (CPU or CUDA; naive

or special; half or full precision). Softmax and dropout are

then applied to the output attention weights, a, with native

torch implementations. NA’s final is computed by passing

a and v to the C function AV.

A.2. Naive CUDA Kernels

Originally, we developed 7 naive CUDA kernels: 1 for

QK+RPB, 1 for AV, and 5 to compute gradients for each of

q, k, b, a, and v. Naive kernels simply divide computa-

tion across available threadblocks, and do not utilize shared

memory or warp optimization. Despite their simplicity, they

were able to benchmark between 80% up to 130% the speed

of WSA+SWSA layers (both with kernel size 7 × 7). How-

ever, naive kernels are not optimal; they read directly from

the global memory on the GPU, which bottlenecks through-

put.

A.3. Half precision

Supporting mixed precision training is not too compli-

cated. PyTorch’s ATen dispatchers compile all kernels for

both double and single precision by default, since tensor

data type is usually templated. By choosing a different

dispatcher, kernels can be easily compiled for half ten-

sors. However, simply support half precision rarely results

in any significant bandwidth improvement without integrat-

ing CUDA’s vectorized half2 data type and operators. As

a result, we separately define our half precision kernels to

utilize vectorize load, multiply-add, and stores. This yields

a more significant improvement in mixed-precision training

speed.
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Figure I. NAT’s layer-wise memory usage with respect to Swin. Without NATTEN , a plain PyTorch implementation of NA bears a

quickly growing memory footprint compared to Swin, whereas with NATTEN , it uses consistently lower memory.
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Figure II. Torch-based NA, Naive NA, and Tiled NA relative throughput comparison w.r.t. WSA+SWSA. Latency is measured on a

single A100 GPU. Note that the plain PyTorch implementation of NA runs out of memory for resolutions 4482 and higher.

A.4. Tiled Neighborhood Attention

CUDA allows easy allocation and utilization of shared

memory between threadblocks. This, however, typically

requires a change in the algorithm. Therefore, we imple-

mented a tiled version of our attention weight kernel, and its

backward kernel, which divides inputs into non-overlapping

tiles, assigns each thread within the threadblock to read a

specific number of adjacent cells from global memory, sync,

and then compute outputs based on values in the shared

memory. We present an illustration of that in Fig. IV. Using

shared memory also presents new challenges, including, but

not limited to: 1. Tile size bounds depending on kernel size,

dimension, and shared memory limit on the GPU. 2. Bank

conflicts between warps during computation. 3. Different

number of reads from each input depending on tile size.

For instance, Fig. IV illustrates NA at kernel size 7 ×7,

with tile size 3 × 3, which requires a key tile of size 9 × 9.
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Figure III. NAT’s layer-wise memory usage with respect to Swin. Since NA does not include a pixel shift and masked attention like

SWSA, and the addition of positional biases is fused into the C++/CUDA kernels, NA with NATTEN uses less memory compared to a

similar model with WSA+SWSA.

Query tile Key tile

Figure IV. An illustration of tiled neighborhood attention for

kernel size 7 × 7 and tile size 3 × 3. Queries are partitioned into

tiles (left), and because of the large overlap in neighboring keys, it

is easy to predict a tile in keys based on kernel size (right). This

allows each separate threadblock, which has a shared memory be-

tween threads, to compute outputs for a specific query tile. Two

queries (top left and bottom right) and their respective neighbor-

hoods are also highlighted with different colors to visualize that

the information needed to compute outputs for each tile is avail-

able in the tiles that are loaded.

The 3 × 3 tile size was chosen based on a number of factors,

including the size of shared memory (48 KB), total number

of threads per threadblock (1024 since compute capability

2.0), and other problem-specific factors such as embedding

dimension. Key tile size is always equal to tq + k − 1,

where tq is the query tile size, and k is kernel size, which is

3 + 7− 1 = 9 here.

Through a detailed internal analysis, we implemented

and optimized Tiled NA for kernel sizes 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, and

13. Although not all bank conflicts were avoided in all use

cases, they were minimized through profiling with NVIDIA

NsightTM. Even though this implementation has resulted in

a considerable bandwidth increase in NA training and infer-

ence, NATTEN is still fairly at an early stage. We hope

to improve existing kernels and add more optimal ones for

different use cases, and add support for the new Hopper ar-

chitecture with CUDA 12.

A.5. CPU Kernels

We extend NATTEN to support CPU operations as

well, both for training and inference. CPU functions for

Neighborhood Attention are simple C++ implementations,

with AVX vectorization support in newer PyTorch versions.

As a result, they can easily utilize multi-threaded computa-

tion, which usually results in a relatively good latency com-

pared to similar sized models on consumer CPUs. In total,

there are 7 CPU kernels in the current version (similar to the

naive implementations, 1 for each operation and 1 for each

gradient.) We foresee further optimizations and additional

CPU kernels in the near future.

A.6. Future efforts

We hope to continue supporting NATTEN and help

the community enjoy sliding window attention modules.

Our hope is to eventually implement Neighborhood At-

tention with implicit GEMM (generalized matrix-matrix

product), which will allow NATTEN to be built on top

of open-source packages (i.e. CUTLASS) and utilize the

power of hardware accelerators to a greater extent.
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B. Additional experiments

B.1. Ablation on RPB

We present an ablation on relative positional biases and

pixel shifts (WSA only) in Tab. I.

Attention Positional Top-1 # of FLOPs

biases (%) Params

◦WSA-SWSA None 80.1 (+ 0.0) 28.26 M 4.51 G

◦NA+NA None 80.6 (+ 0.5) 28.26 M 4.51 G

◦WSA-WSA Relative Pos. Bias. 80.2 (+ 0.0) 28.28 M 4.51 G

◦WSA-SWSA Relative Pos. Bias. 81.3 (+ 1.1) 28.28 M 4.51 G

◦SASA-SASA Relative Pos. Bias. 81.6 (+ 0.3) 28.28 M 4.51 G

◦NA-NA Relative Pos. Bias. 81.8 (+ 0.5) 28.28 M 4.51 G

Table I. Comparing NA and WSA with and without positional

biases. Swin’s results are directly reported from the original paper.

B.2. Saliency analysis

In an effort to further illustrate the differences between

attention mechanisms and models, we present salient maps

from ViT-Base, Swin-Base, and NAT-Base. We selected

a few images from the ImageNet validation set, sent them

through the three models, and created the salient maps

based on the outputs, which are presented in Fig. VIII.

All images are correctly predicted (Bald Eagle, Acoustic

Guitar, Hummingbird, Steam Locomotive) except ViT’s

Acoustic Guitar which predicts Stage. From these salient

maps we can see that all models have relatively good in-

terpretability, though they focus on slightly different areas.

NAT appears to be slightly better at edge detection, which

we believe is due to the localized attention mechanism, that

we have presented in this work, as well as the convolutional

downsamplers.

C. Notes on translational equivariance

In this section, we discuss the translational equivariance

property in attention-based models, which is often refer-

enced as a useful property in convolutional models [12]. To

do that, we begin with defining equivariance and transla-

tions, and then move on to studying the existence transla-

tional equivariance in different modules.

Translation. In the context of computer vision, translation

typically refers to a shift (and sometimes rotation) in pixels.

Equivariance. A function f is equivariant to a function T
if T (f(x)) = f(T (x)).

Translational Equivariance. An operation f is equivari-

ant to translations.

Linear projections. A single linear layer, which can also

be formulated as a 1×1 convolution, is by definition equiv-

ariant to any change in the order of pixels. Therefore, they

are also translationally equivariant.

Convolutions. Thanks to their dynamic sliding window

structure, and their static kernel weights, convolutions are

translationally equivariant [12], since every output pixel is

the product of its corresponding input pixel centred in a

window and multiplied by the static kernel weight.

Self Attention. SA (Eq. (1)) is translationally equivari-

ant [23], because: 1. the linear projections maintain that

property, and 2. self attention weights are also equivariant

to any change in order.

SASA. SASA [23] extracts key-value pairs for every query

according to the same raster-scan pattern convolutions fol-

low, which suggests it maintains translational equivariance.

However, convolutions apply static kernel weights, which

allows them to maintain this property. On the other hand,

even though SASA applies dynamic weights, those weights

are still a function of the pixels within the window. There-

fore, SASA also maintains translational equivariance. Note

that SASA does not enjoy the same position-agnostic prop-

erty in self attention.

HaloNet. The blocked self attention pattern described in

HaloNet [28] is described to “relax” translational equivari-

ance. It is simply due to the fact that pixels within the same

region share their neighborhood, therefore their sliding win-

dow property is relaxed and with it translational equivari-

ance.

WSA and SWSA. The basic property present in both WSA

and SWSA is the partitioning, which exists in only one of

two forms (regular and shifted) and therefore not dynami-

cally sliding like SASA or convolutions. This simply breaks

translational equivariance, as translations move the divid-

ing lines. To give an example, an object within the feature

map could fit within a single WSA partition, but the trans-

lation could shift the object just enough so that it falls into

two different partitions. To illustrate this, we provide visu-

alizations of activations from a single Swin block (WSA +

SWSA) in Fig. V, where we compare translations applied to

input and output. We replace all linear projections with the

identity function (as those are already known to be equiv-

ariant) and remove positional biases for simplicity in visu-

alization.

NA. We note that our NA preserves translational equivari-

ance for the most part, similar to SASA. However, NA re-

laxes translational equivaraince in corner cases in favor of

maintaining attention span. We present translations applied

to dummy inputs and their NA outputs in Fig. VI, similar to
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x T (x) Sw(T (x)) T (Sw(x)))

Figure V. Visualization of translations applied to Swin. T de-

notes the translation function. “Sw” denotes a WSA+SWSA ap-

plied to the input, with a residual connection in between. It is

noticeable that this pattern breaks translational equivariance, es-

pecially in the case of rotations.

those of Swin in Fig. V. However, we also note that NA re-

laxes the translational equivariance in corner cases, particu-

larly because of its definition of neighborhood which results

in sliding windows being repeated at edge pixels. A visu-

alization of this can be seen visualized with a larger kernel

size (quarter of the image) compared to Swin and SASA in

Fig. VII.

The difference in how corner cases are handled is an im-

portant difference which should exist between sliding win-

dow attention mechanisms and convolutions. Repeating

sliding windows at corner cases (which NA achieves with

the neighborhood definition) is useful in the scope of atten-

tion, because the repeated windows are still subsets of the

original self attention weights, which are being restricted.

This does not hold true in convolutions, where repeated slid-

ing windows produces repeated output pixels, because of

the static kernel. On the other hand, zero padding in atten-

tion (no repetition at corner cases; like SASA) is less pow-

erful because it limits attention span farther at corner cases.

It also does not approach self attention as its window size

grows, while NA does.

x T (x) NA2(T (x)) T (NA2(x)))

Figure VI. Visualization of translations applied to NAT. T de-

notes the translation function. “NA2” denotes two layers of NA

applied to the input, with a residual connection in between. It is

easy to see how NA preserves translational equivariance with its

sliding window property.

x T (x)

f f(x) f(T (x)) T (f(x)))

WSA+SWSA

SASA+SASA

NA+NA

Figure VII. Corner pixel visualizations with quarter size ker-

nels. x denotes the input image with the object centered, f(x)
denotes the output when the function f is applied, and T is the

translation that shifts the object to the upper right side corner of

the image. While SASA does not break translational equivariance

at corner pixels as much as NA, it would suffer from a reduced

attention span in those areas, which is the reason it does not ap-

proach self attention. Simply looking at SASA’s output for the

original centered input shows the effect of the reduced attention

span, when compared to NA’s output.
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Original ViT-B Swin-B NAT-B

Figure VIII. Salient Maps of selected ImageNet validation set images, comparing ViT-Base, Swin-Base, and NAT-Base. The ground

truths for these images are: Bald Eagle, Acoustic Guitar, Hummingbird, and Steam Locomotive, respectively.
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Figure IX. An illustration of 3 × 3 neighborhood attention pattern on a 7 × 7 feature map. Query is colored orange, and its attention

span (key-value pair) is dark blue. The “window” is repeated at the corners because of the neighborhood definition. This keeps attention

span identical to the rest of the feature map. The alternative to this would have been smaller neighborhoods (zero padding at the corners,

similar to SASA).
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